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O, Life, how faithful is thy flow!

save

All

thought of worry or of pain
By trusting thee. So to thy main
Or wind

or

calm,

What matter be it

Placid

or

Thou know'st

stormy be thy breast P

O, Life thy
"I

still,

thy will.

currents free and

From mounts

.

the way,

I peaceful rest.
night or day,

Born of my trust my soul is
No matter where, so it be

beyond

2

'

am," and by thee borne along

V

May '99.

thy How; it knows its way.
-Henry Harrison Br-cpm.

How to Save Doctor's

Bills.

Every night before going tp bed
read the Alhrmations in NOW lover
and over and meditate on them for a
length of time from IS minutes to one
Go to sleep with them in your*
hour.
mind. On waking, think of them and
during the day do think the opposite
To unclothe the mind of
thoughts.
old errors and re-clothe it with TRUTH
Let the
will require time and effort.
WILL be called into activity to hold
you to Truth and to shut out Error.
Follow this and you will be well, prosBut the WILL
perous and happy.
must be exercised to hold TRUTH and
not to drive the body or the mind to
Let the WILL be watch and
action.
warder at the gate of the mind to let
in and keep out thoughts you have
decided best. Thought will do all the
rest.
Keep NOW by you till its Truth
Till you have learned
is part of you.
thus what it has for you.
The Present

moves

attended

With all of brave and excellent and fair

That made the old time

O

T

T

from the cal-

yesterdays

and

unborn

to-

-OMAR KHA YYAH.
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HENRY HARRISON BROWN
Editor and Proprietor
Ouice, 621 Tour S1-aaxrr,
San Fuaxcisco.

igoo.

splendid.
-Lou/dl,

In love of Truth, Beauty and GoodI live as "a son of God,"-Free!
I am free of the limitations of Fear,
Worry, Hate, Anger, Revenge, Disness

free;

with the Omnipresent Life.
To be one with that, is Llberty.
1 am one with Omnipotence.
One with that is to be above limitations.
Any limitation is tyranny.
I am unlimited because I am One
with Omnipotence.
I am one with Omniscience.
am one

Iam thus above the possibility of
and mistake.
To admit mistake and error is limitation.
I know each day"what is right and
best and do it.
I am one with Omnipresent Life.
I am therefore Health and cannot
be sick.
Disease is limitation-is tyranny.
I know only health and freedom.
I am one with the Power that mani"

come.

Thou art my rest, my joy, my home.
Where e'er I am, I cannot pray,
But trust

O

error

strong,

all vision

NOW.-WHITTIER.

only strlklng

morrows.

Freedom
1 am
I

I trust myself upon thy wave.
The Ocean whence thy waters go

I'll Boat with thee.

'Twas

are

s.

-Emerran.

I

And both

Dead

Alllrmutions-

Knpweth.

nor care.

are

.-

Trust the current that knows its way.

I neither know

be

endsr

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., JULY,
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the

against

the

Tlms

in all.
Thus all power is mine and I want

fests

~

nothing.
Iam daily supplied

from the infinite

content, Envy, jealousy, Discouragement, Complaint, Faultiinding, Selfcriticism, Regret, Resentment, Passion
and Petition.
I

I

am
one with the Father and we
freedom-I-Ie in the Subconscious
and I in the conscious life.
And only
asl am free do I exist.
Therefore,
next to Love do I decree for myself
Freedom.
are

Mrs. H. E.

Power.

The highest manifestation of IT, is
LOVE.
I am love and Love is free.

body

in love and it is

mine in freedom.
I

am

not

subject

Cady

In the introduction of her Lessons

The ONE is my shepherd and cares
for me.
I am never cold for IT shelters me.
I am never hungry for IT feeds me.
I am never in need for IT is with me.
The ONE is Freedom for IT is

my

body,

one

now.

ONE.

I make

free in

mind and estate,
with Infinite Love.
I am free because I am SOUL and
Soul is God manifesting in Freedom.
I am daily manifesting this Freedom
to my fellow men in loving Service.
Thus am I
Saviour prophet, and
I am free.
because
priest,
Because I am free I am immortal
and live the immortal life here and
am

because Iam

to the limitation of

these directions for all who wish
obtain good from the teachings of
others.
"Let each one as far as possible, lay aside for the time being all
previous theories and beliefs. Ifthere
is anything you do not understand or
agree with, just let it lie passively in
your mind until you receive the entire

gives
to

course; for statements that arouse

an-

and discussion will be cleared

tagonism
and accepted a little further
willing to be for the time

on.
as

Be
little

children."

sense.

I
I

am

am

above all

Spirit, Mind,

sense

limitations for

God.

To-day

is yours and

have, the day in which

mine, the only day we
play our part. What

we

A

Iam Master of Fate becausel am
free and choose my expression.
All limitations of Duty are passed
avay in the higher thought of LOVE.

Duty and Necessity are limitations,
and in Love I live above them.

our

not

part may be in the great whole we may
understand, but we are here to play it, and

now

is the time.

It is the

part of action and

is the part of love and not
of hate and not cynicism. It is for us to exnot of

whining; it

press love in terms of human helpfulness.
-I'r¢r_ David Starr /ordan,

I

WEAK AFFIRMATIONS WEAKEN US AND THOSE WHO HEAR US -FANNIE B.

/AMES.

THE STEPS OF FAITH FALL ON THE SEEMING

VOID, AND FIND THE ROCK BENEATH.-WHITTIER.

NOW.

2

Primary Lesson No. 4.
EXPLANATION OF MENTAL HEALING.

Facts

are

rapidly accumulating

that testify to the power of the mental
practitioner. The questions are: What
is the power?
And how is it done?
Since thought is now known to be a
mode of motion swifter and
tent than either

more

po-

electricity, it
can readily be admitted that thought
does it.
This is readily understood
when the power of one's own thought
upon his body is recognized.
Thought Transference supplies the
needed link in the solution of the problem. All claims to the myterious or the
supernatural, and all claims to a monopoly or a patent-right, fall away before the present understanding.
All the various schools, whether
called
Christian Science," "Home
of Truth," Divine Science," "Mental
Science," "Metaphysicians," "Ontologists," etc., effect their cures by the
same power and telepathy, or what is
also known as "Mind Reading," is a

light

or

`

"

potent and

ever

present factor.

The
he is

"Mind Reader" goes to the thing
mentally told by the operator, just as
the needle is drawn to the magnet by
its slower vibrations.
He acts as the
because
he has beoperator suggests
come willing to do so.
Il] therefore,
the

operator thought "pain," the sub-

ject

would feel

pain. If he had a pain
operator thought "relief," the

and the
pain would go. This is what the mental healer of whatever kind does.
Though he may rise to that realm of

where
thought is not
formulated-the realm of spirit.

being

yet

principle known in phy"Sympathetic Vibration." Experiments illustrating this may easily
be tried. Press down the C key of the
piano and then strike the C in any
other octave, and the striug of the first
C will give tone, as may be discovered
by letting up the key. Thus,a violin
will, if lying in the room, vibrate with
Since all nature is one and
the piano.
all force is one, this principle ofsympathetic vibration will explain the phenomena of mental healing, telepathy,
inspiration and all occult phenomena.
Thoughts are received by all minds in
the same key, or what is the same thing,
are in sympathy with them.
A thought thus received has the same
power in the mind receiving as it
would have had come into it by the
grdinary channels, And as thoughts
This is the

sics

as

e

control life, and can make one sick, they
can also make one well.
Mental healing requires on the part
of the practitioner, a warm and generous nature and a concentrative mental
His thought should in its inpower.
fluence be like the powder in the cannon behind the
projectile, and not like
that flashed in the pan.
Only through the mind can the body
be reached, and thus those who are not
susceptible to this mode of treatment
must have something in shape of medicine or some hygenic measure to make
them receptive to the thought of cure.
Whether medicine does or does not
do good is not wise to affirm, but this
is true:-If there is no faith on part of
patient and his friends in the doctor,
and in medicine, there will be no cure,
whatever other factors be absent these
of suggestion and faith must be present
for success.
As a people, we are becoming more
sensitive every generation, consequent-

ly

are

forces

susceptible
as

our

to

now

fathers

were

the

finer

not.

The faith-curist, the mental scientist
and the magnetic healer would not
have found a field one hundred years
Now the field is ready and they
ago.
come in
response to that sensitiveness
which has outgrown not only calomel,
but the high potencies of the homeo-

pathists.

_

The evolution of the healing art lies
along this field. Sometime we may
expect a system of mental cure in
which this principle is as perfectly de-

veloped as are physical sciences now.
To-day, under the operation of force,
but partially understood,they heal, but
are themselves like the man healed
by
Jesus who "saw men as trees walking," but partiallyfreed by the Truth
too great for one generation to fully
perceive.
Psychometry

EIl'ect

of Hind

Body.

on

Frank F. Moore in his "A Journalist's Note Book" tells this story: A
young man in the civil service in India
consulted an M. D. in regard to his
health. After an examination the doctor said, "I will write you to-morrow."
The next day the letter came and in
it he was advised to lose no time in
closing up his affairs. "You may live
many weeks but you had best not leave
important matters undecided."
The young man was dismayed and
took to his bed with difficult respiration and with severe pain in his heart.
the night he became so much
that he sent for the doctor.
"What on earth have you been doing,"
asked he; "there were none of these

During

worse

~

symptons yesterday." "It is my heart,"
said

the sick man. "But your heart
all right."
"And my lungs," continued the man. "What is the matter
with you?
Have you been drinking P"
was

"O, Doctor, your letterl You said I
could live but a few weeks." "Are you
crazy? I wrote you to take a vacation
for a few weeks and then you would
be all right." The patient then drew
the letter
from under his
pillow.
"Heavens !" cried the doctor on looking at it, "This was meant for another
man."
The young man at once sat up
and made a rapid recovery.
What was the result upon the other
is not told, but by the same law
he should have become well. "Evil to
him who evil thinks."
Sickness to him
who thinks sickness.
man

Psychometry.
[Extract from a poem by Rev. john
Pierpont.]
Fearful the thought, that when my clay is cold,
And the next jubilee has o'er it rolled,
The very page that I am tracing now,
With tardy fingers and a careworn brow,
To other brows, by other fingers pressed,
_

Demonstrates in a man, and exthe mechanism of those transcendent powers which have hitherto defied the comprehension ofphilosophy,
and which have been regarded with defiant hostility by materialistic cultivators of mere physical science, while
they have been welcomed by poetry,
religion, and the deepest emotions
which ally man to heaven.
In studying Psychometry mystery

To this

disappears, and the most cautious enquirer in vital science will feel that he
is treading on safe and solid ground.-

Avoid all negative thought or refutative argument tending to call out
"
opposition ,-Dre;-fm in V?l°$`¢-S þÿ 0 f F P

plains

THE INFINITE ALWAYS IS

Dr.

].

R. Buchanan.

SILENT.-»/OHN

Shall tell the world not what I had been

deemed,
Nor what I

passed for,

nor

But what I was/ believe it

high point

what I had

friends,

or

of program have

seemed,

not,

we

got

We stamp ourselves on every page we write !
Send you a note to China or the pole,-

Where'er the winds blows, or the waters roll,The note conveys the measure of your soul.

dom.
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VAST THE CREATE AND BEHELD, BUT VASTER THE INWARD CREATOR.-REALF.

NOW.
[This little poem is full of the spirit of the
basic afiirmation Mental Science, All is Good.
Let it be used as an aflirmstion and not merely because it is pleasing to the intellect. Let
its sentiment be absorbed till it is part of
and you can feel that
"Shock and strain and ruin are
Friendlier than the smiling days,f'
till you can thank the ALL-Good for all that
Then you have gained that which
comes.
the
maybe,
poet had not attained, the Realizathe

spiritual life

V

tion of Truth, which he wholly

intellectually

Live poems; Be poems; The ALLGOOD is harmony. One with IT and your
life will be poetry and melody.]

perceived.

I

The

of Men.

Making

As the insect from the rock

Takes the color of its

wing;

As the boulder from the shock
'

rhythmic swing
perfect form

Of the oeean's
Makes itself

a

a calmer front to raise;
shell, enameled worn
With the prism's mystic rays

Learns
As the

Praises wind and

wave

that make

All its chambers fair and strong;
As the mighty poets take
Grief and
~

pain

to build

their song;

Even so for every soul
Whatsoe'er its lot may be-

Building, as the heavens roll,
Something large and strong and freeThings that hurt and things that mar
Shape the man for perfect praise;
Shock and strain and ruin are
Friendlier than the smiling days.
-Rev.

"I

[0/an Whit: Chadwick,

Cannot Alford lt."

So reply many when asked to subscribe to NOW.
Why think so P And
if you think it well for you to have it,
not afford to forego it more
you can afford to go without
bread. The mind needs food and to
starve it is to invite poverty.
When
cannot
afford
feel
it
you
anything you
right to have, buy it if it takes your last
nickel. That is the way to conquer
poverty. A lady teacher of mental
science tells me she did not conquer till
she spent one Saturday evening her
last nickel for car fare when she had
not a cent for food on the morrow.
"I
was tired and wished I could afford to
ride.
I thought I could not afford it,
Then came the thought, 'God is my supI did, and
ply and I will trust Him.'
on the early morn came a lady for treatment and paid me $10 in advance.
Since that time I have not counted my
To feel that it is right to
money.
is
spend enough.
Ingersoll said: "If you have but a
dollar to spend, spend it royally."

you

can

than

FINALITIES

3

.A gentleman told me recently that
he had been wishing for a desk, but could
Was trying
not, he thought, afford it.

get enough ahead to pay a debt.
One day looking in a window he saw
a desk he wished.
Feeling that he /:ad
a nigh! to ii, he went in and bought it.
"
Since then I have felt free; money
goes easy but it comes also much easier.
I seemed to have let some obstruction
fall from my mind."
He had dropped
This will ever free the
Limitations.
individual from poverty as from pain.
A friend recently had but 25 cents
in his .pocket, with the uncertainty of
earning more. He was lonesome, and
said to himself: "I wish I could afford
to go to the theatre."
As this thought
flitted through his brain came this: "I
am the~equal of
If another
any one.
can afford it, so can I.
I will go and
trust the future."
He started, and on
his way met a friend who put him on
to the way of earning a $I before he
went to the theatre.
Since that he has
seen the law of Opulence to lie in
Trust in the Omnipresent Life within
and without him.
We can afford To do Rzlglzt. That is
all we can afford.
So let there be no
economy where you feel it right for you
to have from" the ALL that which you
wish. To refuse, is to put a limitation
that will keep you poor.
Well, says
Helen Wilmans: "Economy is the road
And economy in
to the poorhouse."
papers and books is the road to mental
poverty. Take NOW and all the papers
Let the records of
you can study.
crimes and political harangues and
gossips in the dailies alone. Seek
Truth.
This is the affirmation. I can afford
all that is good for me.

Mind in Disease.
an article by Q. A. R. HOLTON, M. D.,
in the Cali/arma Mzdtrnl four/ml, for _launary, 1900, on the treatment of disease.]

[From

to

The Editor

obliged to those who have sent
manuscripts to NOW, but he is compelled to decline all such contributions,
Is

forthe space and the scope of the
All contributions,
paper is limited.
not his own, are solicited from those
whom he feels has something that is
within the mission of NOW. It must
be affirmations. There will be nothing
of a negative character in the columns
of NOW and only those who can
AFFIRM truth will find room for a
line in its pages.

The medical profession has long
made the mistake of trying to trace all
diseases from the material to the psychical, and in the treatment they have
still more closely adhered to the material and neglected the immaterial forces.
Not only does a weakened and irregular acting heart produce a sense of fear
and alarm, but fear produced from outside influences, will much more readily
produce a weak and irregular action of
the heart. Sudden fright or fear will
also produce an excessive flow of urine
and a watery painless diarrhoea, thus
showing its depressing effects on the
vital functions of the body; carried to
extremes it has often produced death.
Long continued indigestion will
bring on irritability, melancholy, depression and anxiety, but these conditions ofthe mind, when produced from
the body, will very
causes without
the appetite and the
destroy
quickly
power of digestion. The recipient of
bad news loses appetiteand the process
of digestion is stopped.
The presence of a crowd of strangers suspends the action of the bowels.
Thus people who leave home with its
quiet routine to travel in public, or to
mingle in crowds, find themselves suffering from constipation, which they
suppose to be caused by a change of
diet, but which is in reality caused by
changed influence on the mind, and
through the mind on the nerves.
Anger is a disease producer; excitation is followed by depression and weakI
ness, very much like alcoholism.
once had a patient who had a sick spell
after every quarrel with her husband.
Hope, confidence, cheerfulness, faith
and a clear conscience, are sustainers,
if not creators, of vital force and
They not only help to mainpower.
tain a state of health, but are powerful
forces in throwing off diseased condi-

tions.
The

profession while acthe influence of the mind
on health and disease,has been woefully
deficient in utilizing this powerful facmedical

knowledging
tor

and turning its potent influence

ment

""ALL
SEND LISTS OF ALL WHOM YOU THINK
WILL LIKE "NOW."

ARE AN IMPERTINENCE IN A GROWING

to

against disease. Developalong this line is needed.

their aid

YEARLY SUBSCRIPTIONS TO
BEGIN WITH THE FIRST

NOW MUST

NUMBER.

AGE.-j. HC CHADWICAC

THE SOUIJ IS"l'HE PERCEIVER AND THE REVEALER OF TRUTH.-ENIRSON.
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Notice!

Henry Harrison Brown having
been called to fill the platform of the
First Spiritual Union, of San jose, for
few months has moved his Institute
and the office of NOW to that city.
/Vill all correspondents and all exchanges please so address him and
NOW hereafter?
a

_

God Is.
It is difiicult for one who has been
used to reasoning and living intellectually, to understand the Mental Scientist who, holding the same philosophy
and differing not with him in opinion,
nevertheless does not stop with merely
seeing Truth by way of logic, but

Lives it by afiirmation till he comes to
live it by Realization. The centuries
have known all the principles we afWe do not attempt to reason
firm.

by logic to prove the existence of
God or the "I AM," but to afiirm this
till we sense that we arc and that God ir.
From sources that at first one would
think would be ready to welcome us,
nor

comes

our

worst

misunderstanding.
by reason will be

One who has lived
to die by reason before he learns
to use and realize the Truth he has
reasoned out.
Applied Truth is art
and mechanics.
Applied Truth to
daily living is Mental Science. The
difference between the New Though!
and Free Thought is that between
Mental Science is
Science and Art.
more
properly termed The Art of

apt

Living.

i

This difference is shown in a sermon
preached before the Pacific Unitarian

Conference recently by Rev.. W. D.
Simonds of Seattle. He pays attention to NOW.in these words. "Not
long since I received a sample copy of
the 'organ' of a new religion.
It hails
from San Francisco, which this religion
declares is the 'Psychic Centre' of the
World'. Before me lays the new- creeddestined to supersede all others-a
statement of truth forvwhich the ages
I read its principal afhave waited.
firmations just as they are now for the
first time 'given to an eager worldz"
And here' he quotes thirty-one of the
thirty-nine affirmations. in the March
NOW.
By his comments is shown
that the gentleman has not yet com-

prehended in the slightest degree
first principles of Mental Science.
has not learned to live deeper than
intellectual perception of Truth.

the

He
the
He

is where the ancients were who knew.
that there was electricity but had no
The axioms of mathematuse for it.
ics are not reasoned upon, but stated
and form the basis of all future mathe-

matical operations.
So affirmations of
well-accepted Truth are stated for the
purpose ol* making them the basis of
practical work in the art of living. It
does not harm TRUTH for this Unitaf
rian brother to thus misunderstand the
purpose of NOW in Love. NOW takes
his words asuan incentive for harder
efTort to make plain its purpose and the

work _.of all
metaphysical teaching,
whether it be "Christian Science" or
the rational method of "Soul Culture."
Iwill note his comment upon one af-

firmation, merely pausing here

to say
of
his
the
close
remarks
upon
upon NOW he says "This creed seems
to be a question of capitals,of inanityin
a large type."
The brother in his ser#
mon
has capitals for "God," "M.E.

`

Yes, wonderful.

It bears the same
relation to Mental Science that the
axiom "The whole is equal to all its
How
parts," does to mathematics.
wonderful! could one exclaim. Why
tell anything everybody knows? But
till everybody works upon that axiom
no possible solution of any problem
So not till one works
of quantity.
from this axiom, God is, will there be
any solution to any problem oflife, and
no practical growth in the application
of Truth to life manifestation.
But to
afiirm this, and to dwell in thought
upon all that God means, is to carve
life, with the only tools Man uses, into
consciousmanifestation, Till one does
this there is only the manifestation incident to the sub-conscious in him.
When he does this, he becomes the
conscious director of his life. Thought
is creative, and to use afiirmations as
tools is different from using them to
And when one affirms,
reason upon.
God is, till`he is conscious of being
ONE with The Father, till he realizes
Union with the Everpresent ONE (call
it Life, Power, Truth, Energy or God),
then All the difference between slave
to the unconscious working of law, and
being Law, is evident to him who so
realizes. To one who has not so realized or at least recognized this union
all our afiirmations are like axioms of
geometry to the boy in the primary
class.
To this brother and all like him,
NOW comes as a light upon the path,
and when the light within be not darkened, they will see and afiirm God is
and rejoice_ to feel that they are One
with the Father who IS, even as jesus

that

Church," "L.L.D.," "D.l).," "Bible,"
"Christian," etc. NOW_ has capitals

was.

for its _God, also, and puts them in
Capital that the _old conception of God*
And, by the way, its
may pass away.
is the Unitarian conception
and this gentleman's creed is that of
NOW.
It is "Love to God and Love
All the difference lies in the
to Man."
one smelling only of the study# and
pulpit, and the other is of the workshop and the field of daily life. 'We
practice what the liberalism of all time

conception

has taught.
The basic afiirmations of all philos-ophy must that of the Me and the
The common word for the
Not-me.
Not-me is God. Therefore, the basic af-

_

fimations of NOW are-I AM: GOD
IS. Of this latter aflirmation the Rev.
says, "How wonderfull"

_

Suggestion.
A Kansas M. D. writes NOW,
that a lady came to him to be treated
for rheumatism but was afraid of Hypnotism. "If you will use electricity l'll
let you treat me, but I won't have that
dangerous Hypnotism." He agreed to
use the battery. "I told her what effect
it' would have upon her, and he writes:
"
When I had thus prepared her mind,
I gave her the poles to hold. jIn I5
minutes she was,cured and has remained so.
But I never turned on_
the currenl."
_

,

REWARDS AND PUNSHMENTS ARE THE REACTIONS OF OUR OWN AETIONS.-THE VENDANTA,

,,

LOVE WILL NOT IN DEATH

BELIEVE.-_/.

F. CLARKE.

NOW.
Words That Burn.

i

.

Roy writes from Kansas :-NOW
maintains its original high standard
and is bound to succeed.
F. H. from Ill. says:-NOW was
such a welcome call to the spirit. How
I liked that stanza beginning "By all
I know of Truth." "All Good" I read
and pondered. And there was much
else in the paper that nourished my
soul.
My dear old friend in whose home
much of my development came, writes
from Topeka:-Our little NOW comes
to us sparkling to the overflow with
Truth and Love for all mankind.
How I wish all could accept its reality.
It will live long in its usefulness.
]. T. Shelton, "I am Shelton," sends
his "I Am Sermons" and they seem
better than when I read them in ChrisSend 50 cents and make them
tian.
of
yourself. Denver, Colo.
part
"Psychic Studies," by Albert Norton,
has been waiting for a line for some
time, but all I can say now is that it is
a book that is up to the highwater mark

of the Spiritualistic Philosophy. 25 cts.
Summerland, Cal.
"Clara writes from Avalon, Calif.We often speak of you and your lesCan't you take a vacation and
enjoy this seaside with us? We are
trying to hold ourselves to our anchor
bravely, yet, being so adrift we do not
perhaps realize, as we otherwise
would." My dear little girl: Till we
can hold under all circumstances we
are not there.
Longley's Beautiful Songs, for public meetings, are on NOW Table.
O,
when I can sing, then I will tell how I
love such songs. Till then I must say
that friends who do sing say that "Beau"
tiful is the name for them.
20 cents.
600 Penn. Ave., S. E. Washington, D.
C.
Jane writes from R. I.-How did I
ever get along without NOW P It does
not seem that I could again.
Mrs. Charlotte W--writes from
sons.

Platteville, Wis.

'

'I

am

glad

you deal

in aliirmations."
Will negations
win in anything? AHirm and you are.
Deny and you are not.
A lady connected with newspaper
work writes of a Psychometric Reading: "I wish to thank you most sin-

only

for your helpful Reading.
I
realize every word you say is true and
your advice is just what I needed and

cerely
I

shall profit by it.

Thoroughly

ap-

HOLD FAST TO THE

51

preciating it and NOW and the spirit
that is behind both; Iam always sinM. B. P.
cerely your friend,
Mrs. K., of Kansas, in writing a let"Once I could
call and get your thought-answer, but
now I call and call and do not realize
the answer.-Well! Well! My plea for
help was successful. As Iwritel am
sitting opposite the back door. Some
one seemed to come in. I looked up and
there you stood as plain as ever I saw
you in the past in our home and you
said, 'Your stomach is all right." You
then looked around as iflooking at our
I
new home and
then disappeared.
ter for treatment, says:

A very pleasant evening was SPQIW
by members of the First Spiritual
Union at their rooms in Sleeper Hall,
last evening.
The reception, which
was tendered to the society's
newlychosen teacher,Henry Harrison Brown,
consisted of a short musical and literary program followed by a social hour,
during which refreshments were served.
-Herald, San Jose, July 28, I900.

At Noon

Each day let each reader of
NOW _send forth the aliirmation of
Peace first, for self; Peace
PEACE.
for
the
nation; Peace for all humanity.
feel better. It will occur oftener now.As
the
clock, or bell, or whistle, or sun,
Flora
What a grand paper_NOW is.
announces the
meridian hour, let the
is
Parris Howard
just, true and good.
thought of Peace in some form go
NOW is you, to all who know you."
forth. This will soon become a habit,
This is one with the report of Mrs,
and
as noon approaches the sense of
G., of San Francisco. She and her,
will steal over you. That sense
Peace
husband attended my class, but had
will each day extend its reign until ulno reason to think I would call at their
timately each moment will be one of
Mrs. G. says: "I was sitting
home.
These vibrations HowPeace.
inward
at my work and heard a footstep comso many souls will do much
from
ing through the hall and thought it was ing
to mold the world-thought into that of
that of Mr. K., and went to answer the
Good will to men."
"Peace on earth:
bell.
What was my surprise to welI
come you.
You entered the room.
turned to get you a chair and when I
The "Suggester and Thinker"
looked for you again you had disapFor july has these kind words for
I almost fainted with surpeared.
Harrison Brown, a
NOW:
prise."-Well, Spirit knows no space, well and "Henry
known contributor
favorably
and we are where our thought is.
to the Suggesier and Thinker has just
begun the publication of a very excellent 'New Thought'periodical, with the
Charles Dawbarn,
appropriate title of NOW. Every one
of our readers should procure a copy.
Of San Leandro, Cal., has been
It is full from cover to cover of brilliant
the
for
Thinker,
Progre.r.rz`z/¢
writing
and
inspiring gems of thought, the way
Chicago, a series of articles that come
of
will
be
the
thinking most prone to lead to cornearer to what
philosophy
rect habits of thought and hence to
of the future than any I have ever
health and vigor both of mind and
He seems to have drank
seen before.
from the same cup of inspiration that I
have, and much of his thought is identical with that I have in manuscript,
waiting the necessary dollars to print.
It is a clear elucidation of the fundamental principles that underly all the

aud
psychic
Truth is ONE. The Mental Scientists, the Metaphysicians, the
Theosophists and the Spiritualists, will

present

metaphysical

movements.

ultimately meet
-I am Spirit/

the common
All is Spiril.

on

ground

Then
will there be a united movement that
the redemption of Man from
means
sickness, poverty, sorrow and death.
The twentieth century is to see the application of Truth,made clear in all the

past-That
PRESENT;

man

is not

body,but Mind.

bodyfl
The Editor of NOW
Will attend weddings or funerals,
arrange for a course of lectures within reasonable distances of the city.
Classes can also be arranged for.
or

Notice
That the oH'ice of NOW and my
address. have been changed from San
Francisco to Sleeper Hall, San jose,
Cal.
Psvcnomeriuc

READING

Fon

An-

vrcz AT "Now" orrrcn EVERY DAY,
nom r 'ro 4 P. M. 'rnrms $r.¢».

IT REPRESBNTS THB WHOLE OF ETERNITY.-GOETHE.

GOD IS SPIRIT.

THE KINGDOM OF GOD IS WITHIN

NOW.

6
Power of

How to Read NOW.

Thinking.

Through thinking,
sciousness

are

set up.

states

If this

Occult Tru!/as has this direction for

thinking

readers which is good enough for
NOW. Learn how to get the good
NOW has for you. The New Thought
demands study;
students, and not
readers.
Keep each issue by you until
it has become yours by assimilation.
Absorption is the word. I have read
Emerson's First Series of Essays since
1864 and have only begun to absorb
them.
They have never been away

Truth, harmony results.
conforms
The law is, that thoughts become externalized, for thoughts are creative. We
never think a thought that does not
make an impression on our body, or
upon that of others, or on our or their
environment.
So far as the physical
manifestation is concerned, it pictures
the growth of the soul; the body represents the sum total of what we have
thought. It is true that other people's
thoughts have had somewhat to do with
it, since thought is force; nevertheless,
their thoughts cannot effect us unless
we let them into consciousness and appropriate them and make them our own.
We must shut the door to evil thoughts,
let them come from where they may.
This we can do if we keep in mind the
Truth of our Being. Thoughts come
and go, and effect a lodgment where
there is the least resistance, in obedience to the law of attraction.
But
we must
not emphasize the power of
lt is
other people's thought over us.
carried too far when we try to saddle
sins and

shortcomings

upon others,
of thought.

because of this power
This is simply the old orthodox devil
made over to suit the occasion. We
have the work of choosing and overcoming to do. No thought can enter
our consciousness that does not find a
Do not welcome evil
welcome there.
ones.-j. W. Bennett, in Unigy.

its

from

on
any journey nor at any
I am beginning to FEEL them
in my life.
So may NOW be to you.
This is what brother Smiley says:
me

time.

"To merely read this magazine once
will do you no appreciable good.
If
you read it over and over for at least 7
its truths will soak into your

nights,

consciousness, change your thoughts and
then your movements, till
Do not read in a
results.

liable

when

thoughtlessly.
with

ments

which

says

"I am."

It

cannot be

described, because description is limitation, and IT is unlimited
It is the All
capacity BE.
Possibility, yet ignorant of the states

in

its

of consciousness into which it is ushered (mtil it has experienced them.
In
the flesh consciousness it is Will.
In
the spiritual consciousness it is Love.
There are people 'who
have had
enough of fleshly experience and desire to be born into Spirit.
That desire will open the door. You have only
to desire to be, and you surely will find
the way to be that which you desire.
There is no exception to this inherent
principle of Being. You have polarized your desire in the direction of the
flesh or you would not be having the
experiences of the flesh.-Lea Virgo,
in Unigi.

That I have reduced my Readings
mail
to $1 for each letter. I do this
by
at the request of friends.
See adver-

tisement.
Hrs. H. E.

am
am

Do not discuss its state-

I
I

people.

I

am

be

unsympathetic

to get such words as these
co-worker of power like Mrs.
Jean Porter Rudd: "NOW is splendid.
It will surely win its way. The
Affirmations are glorious.
Emerson
tells us that 'The soul is fed on affirmations,' and I know this to be true.
When souls are fed and nourished
there is no doubt that our bodies will
be.
Do you ever give away a subscription to NOW? I am interested
in a little family.
They are respectable working people who were well and
living in content till overwork brought
on sickness and this in such cases soon
means want.
I have taken them under
Yes
my care, to heal and to teach."
Jean, NOW will go and we will heal
both body and purse by stimulating
theI AM to affirmation.
Somebody
will pay the 50c.

good

a

am

whole.
I am prosperous.
rich.
I am happy.
I

generous.

I

good.
Nothing tempts
limits

me.

Truth I

am

I am
free.

'

"What

a

am

loving.

am

true.

me,

nor

free,I

am

binds

or

free.

In

So /et it be.
Harmony for

charming day!"

May.

said Yorke.

"

I'|n

too busy to bother about the weather," replied
Mrs. Isiah Briskley.
"Can't spare time for
that Down East."

"Indeed! That is a frugal sentiment," laid
Yorke.
"'1`here's no sentiment about it," she said.
find out if you lived
"It's
sense; as you'd
here. If I'd spent myselfnotlcing the weather,
I should have been in my grave ten winters
ago,"--Elisabeth Stuart P/ul): in "Doctor Zay."

Mind Over Pain.
A gentleman met a boy on a cold
winter morning riding a horse and crying with the cold. He advised the boy
to get 05' and walk. The youth replied:
"
No, Sir! this is a borrowed horse and
I'll ride him if I freeze."

To act and to love are the twin functions of the human body and soul. To
refuse these functions is to make one

incapable of them.-Pres.
jordan. of "S iarzforzi"

David Starr

Motto.
In what I have to

do,

I shall be led:
In what I have to

I. S. P. of Windsor, N. C., writes:-Your ideas
give me more information than I have ever found in

bear,

I shall be aultained.

-_/can

others.

TODAY OF ALI. DAYS IS THE ONE T0 BE ADMIRED.

Cady

In the introduction of her Lessons
gives these directions for all who wish
to obtain good from the teachings of
others.
"Let each one as far as possible, Iay aside for the time being all
previous theories and beliefs. If there
is anything you do not understand or
agree with, just let it lie passively in
your mind until you receive the entire
course; for statements that arouse antagonism and discussion will be cleared
and accepted a little further on.
Be
willing to be for the time as little
children."
I

to

Treat it as achild must treat cube root,
lesson to be learned when you are
quiet and undisturbed. Otherwise its
good influence upon you may be lost.
Divine knowledge springs up within
consciousness when one is quiet, undisturbed, alone, peaceful, and attentive
to the voice within. Outer distractions
drown its words.
Cherishing truth
leads us to acts which produce health
and wealth."

from

Your Real Self

prosperity
hurry, nor
interrupted, nor

as a

It is

Is that

Notice

con-

of

to

our

YOU.-_/ES(/$`.

THOREA U.

Porter Rudd.

THE LORD IS MY SHEPHERD! I DO NOT WANT.-PSALMISYI

NOW.

7
l._

N/\¢

Cards in this column jar. per month, one-hay'
inch, thru lumthr $1.00.
All the Bd!/Iffiilfl haw pzrmirrinn to rqkr in
the editor.
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M. BERGEN BROWN, Morgan Hill. Santa Clara
Co , Cal., Student of the Occult. Gives absent treatments for all mental disorders and for all inharmonious condi~
Write for terms.
Enclose
mind or spirit.
tions of
stamp for rep y.
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SHEERIN, M.D., Editor and Publisher.
Columbus, Ohio.
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Atlas Block, Lhicag
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is also treated

rot
This nlicr good only tor a limited num
10 cents, withal00subscriberq. Sample
Address
Uage book on Hypnotism ree.
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Thisfgrandyear's snbscngzlon.

once
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V

length. The chapter on "Howto Glvean
Entertainment" is very useful to those who
book FREE to all
aspire tn amuse.
who send $1.00 at

_

V

f

at

FRANCES C. TREADWELL (formerly of PhiladelMcAllister Sts., San
phia), Dentist. Cor. Larkin andRoom
60. Hours, 9 a.
Francisco, Cal., Supreme Court Bldg.,
m. to 4 p. m.
Evenings by appointment. Dr. Treadwell is
skilled in the various branches of Dentistry. Gentlemen receive
the same attention as ladies and children. Examination free.
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magnetism,

new

'

an

o

in plain language cover the
gronnd,lncluding lengthy reference to animal
he wonclairvoynnce, and thought-reading.
derlul

copy, 2c. stamp.

Sample

per year.
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hadbzewogderfgéiugcessi
written
n

man.

Address: "Tun New MAN,"2701Woolworth Ave
N°b'"l'"'

gp.,

ries havin

latent in

or

P. BRAUN, Editor.

by
manual ot
Mos|norIze_(llyp1l0tisttL
illustrated.
mode

5,000

faculties active

ment of

hoods.

Instruction in the
istory, mysteries and
of procedure in these mysterious sciences. This
has
work
interesting

CLIFFORD.

DENTIST.

monthly magazine devoted to the mastery of Moral
Weakness, Disease and Poverty. through the orderly developA

lven

ls

valuable

a

per year.

NEW MAN.

THE

thosewhowlahtnadvanco
and
Withevery

o1

$1

Monthly.

In expression,
Fearless
Comsound ln theory.
mends itself to honest,
liberal, advanced thinkers.
Lights the way for

.

It

_

Coates, Ph,D., 120

1224 Noe St., San

ROBERT

liberal, progressive
magazine ot the day.

THE

A

magazine devoted to the investigation ol' the Science
Suggestion of Thought, their uses and abuses, and their
possibilities as curative, moral and educational agents.

of

most

CREIGHTONS, Stationers and Printers, 110 Turlt
New Thought literature and all
St., San Francisco.
Liberal books, magazines and newspapers. Keeps NOW for
sale.

H

A

Subscribe at once for
"Snconaa Scxxrtca arm
the
Connrort
Sansa,"

Mi..
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SUGGESTER AND THINKER.
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IIYPNMISM
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and Electric TheraSan Francisco.
4 p. m. Consultation free.

P. H. DBBRUYNE. Suggestive
DR.peutist.
Room 10, 41 Third street,

Oflice hours, 9

a. m.

to 12 m.,

2

to

oi-Vital

W. H. GILL, Ps cho-Therapy,
Magnetic
PROF.
Healing. (Graduate o?'We_ltmer Institute, Nevada, Mo.)

Circulars and Terms

on

application.

Present address, FRESNO, CAL.

MENTAL SCIENCE.
M, E. LASSWELL, Mental Scientist, Healer and
Teacher. Room 24, 14 McAllister St., San Francisco.
Hours: 10 to 12 /t. M., 2 to 4 r. M. Write for terms.

DR,

The

Hours from 10

S. BALDWIN,
MRS. E. till
4 p.
Success for 15 years is my recommenda-

High

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE TEACHER and I-IEALER
Author of "Wrinkles." 50 cents, and "Supply," $1.50. Sent
Los Artancas, C/tt.
postpaid.
E. WICHMAN N, Teacher and Practioneer of the
Divine Mental Science ol' Health. Personal and ahtent
treatments.
correspondSystematic instruction given
Otiice hours, 1 to 12 a. m , 2
ence, privately and in classes.
Address: Box 55, Sunny Side Rest Cottage, Santa
to 4 n.
Cruz. Ca
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METHOD OF HEALING WITHOUT DRUGS.
Send 20

If sick or poor,
You will cure
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NATURE,

monthly magazine

of world-wide repute.

In its 10th year.

Devoted to

Phrenology. Physiognomy, Health. Medical

and

Social Reform.

Earnest in

advocacy

of Human

in

abreast of the age

Liberty, and
Progressive Thought.

Proprietor.

50 cts. per year.
readers of NOW who enclose stamp.

Subscriptions,

Sample

Scalp Diseases a Specialty.
only Specialist who cures, stops falling

IDOLS DETHRONED.

-

JAWHIMII IIWLQY
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All Hair and

I am the
and grows
Nn pay lill satisfied.
hair on bald heads.
RemDR. T, G. CARPENTER,
edy sent by mail.
rooms 34 and 41, St. Ann's
Building, 6 Eddy St.
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ALLEN I-IADDOCK, Editor and

ARE
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llirlstdarunlogtnpilon
BA

San Francisco

258 Third Street,

free copy.

our

_
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copy free

to

1029 Market

St., San Franolaoo, Cal.

§'Phrenological Examinations

made

Verbal, $l.

daily.

Charts,

extra.

PROF. H.\DDOCK,

copy.

postal and receive

and others by obeying
teachings.
yourself
CHAS. W. SMILEV. Washington, D. C.
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tion. Write for terms. Room 57, Supreme Court Building,
Larltin St., San Francisco, Cal.
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ANNA
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Address, NOW, 72 Second Strsat,
San Jose, Gal.
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Mental Healer.

of Fate, Vol. I

Mastery

All who are struggling out of adverse conditions cannot i
In order that even t c
alford to miss reading this book.
poorest may heahle to huy it we have placed it at the
of 50 cents.
price
low
Read its Table of Contents.
Th-f first ten chapters are arranged in the form ollrs ons,
which comprise- a complete course in the scienofLife.'i .-_.. faNe.-~--- of Life.
1.
4.
Goa, or Lire. 2. Man. 3. G-.od and Evil
\Vhati~ Disease? 5. The Power of Thought in the
cure of
7.
Faith. 8.
ln the
Disease. G. Desire.
l0, Methods
Silence.
9. Practical Demonstration.
of Treatment. 11. Suggestion and the Sub-Conscious
Mind.
12. The Care of the Skin. 13. An Internal
Bath. H. Bathing. 15. Sex Power, its Control at.d
Use. judge not.

1020 Market Street

Books

N.B.

on

San Franoleoo, Cal.

Phrenology

and

Physiognonry forsale.

Revised Edition
Absent Patients Taken
Specialty
With Practice of Deep Breathing.

Class Work

a

The Texas Teacher
Healer in Mental Science
ltlts. ELIZABETH i. cltlltl
WACO, TEXAS

927 So. SIXTH ST.

EQUITY-Tonx/t,
A. 0.

Mrs. M. P. P. Lowe and
50 cents per year.
Devoted to
of justice between man and man.

Gltlccsnv,editor,assisted by

Anderson.
economit: and the

Abby

KANSAS.

Weekly,

question

nv

This is

FLORA PARRIS Howsnn

of the best possible books for the
negative and the fearful to study. Its aPrirmations are healthgiving and full of power to
bring that which is desired into manifestations.
one

Price, cloth, ft.

"Mr.

Brown

Paper, 50 cts.
Bend to NOW office

T0 LOVE ONE ANOTHER

IS_Tl-IE

Unity

of

Humanity

and the Millennium

LUCY A. MALLORY, Editor and Publisher.

Portland, Oregon.

M°mh|Y-

50c.

a

year.

|00 SA NIPLE COPIES

me

M. E. Nichols lo Mrs. A. H. Turion.

WORLD'S ADVANCED THOUGHT.

Devoted to the
of Peace.

be

a.
wonderful
and my condition exactly, and in spite of all my
efforts, my mind would go to Iowa, for
I was concerned with a party there."=

must

man, for he described

THE

PAPERS and JOURNALS
On

Hypnotism,Theosophv, Occultism, Astrology, Phrenology, and Mind Reading, to
any

address,

Sub. Union,

BW-ST WAY OF AIDING GOD.-VICTOR HUGO.

-

-

to
-

cents.
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MINE OWN SHALL COME T0 ME.-BURROUGHS.
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CULTURE

SOUL

INSTITUTE

521 TURK STREET (TW° bl°Ck5 ff°m\l1¢ City Hill) SAN FRANCISCO
HENRY HARRISON BROWN, D.S.T., DIRECTOR.

Assisted

by

an

able corps of

All Mental and

Specialists

Physical

in all Mental and

llla treated

Psychic lines.

by the Latest Methods

,._,._ ,._,._

of use of the Finer Forces of Nature

are you suffering from HEADACHES, NEURALGJA,
REB(/MA TLYM IJVDIGESTION, DYSPEPSIA, XIDNEY

TROUBLES, or
EASE, or from
parent of most
DIZZINESS7

condition

GRIEE

from any NERVOUS or ORGANIC DISNERVOUS EXHAUSTION, which ls the
all diseases i
I

from

from

so '

call

or

BROWN

'

D.S.T.

f

I

the AESULT OF OPEN OR SECRET PICESI

na ram

.

write to the Institute and find relief
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_

72 N. ZND OT.

It is the purpose of this treatment to assist the Ego by the use of any known
the equilibrium of its physical organism so that it may manifest
normally, for Health is the birthright of each soul, and it is only lost through in-

Ill JOII.

those who

5

.,.

_
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_

Terms

,.

harmony

Hours

SOUL GULTURE LESSONS
ls

llesllsg

prepared

BASIC

THE

at

give
are

In this Eeld Dr. Brown is well
Moderate but

at

11

A.

publicare invited. A Lecture at each session
phaseof Mental Science.

THE

upon

some

Henry Harrison Brown, Resident apeairer.

Sunday

at ll A.M. and 7:45 P.M.

Conference in the A.M.

Address in the Evening.

Seats Free and Public Invited.

_

PRINCIPLES,

VIBRATIONS,

Character

MAGNETISM,
SUGGESTION,
THOUGHT AS FORCE,
TELEPATHY AND CLAIRVOYANCE,
MENTAL HEALING,
INSPIRATION,
SELF-CONTROL,
PRACTICAL REVIEW OF ALL PREVIOUS QUESTIONS.
Private Lessons at the Institute, $1.00 pn Hour.
In Class, $1.00 per Lessan.

IIENBI' lIAIlBlSON BB.0WN
San

72 N. Second Street,

Joie

This is to Certify,
That I had been afflicted with
stomach troubles for years, and at the
time I called in Mr. Brown, was so sore
that I could not bear the weight of a
blanket on me and was suliering intense
first treatment removed
every particle of soreness and a few
me.
This was
more entirely relieved
18 months ago, and I have had no serious trouble since and can eat anything I wish. I have no hesitancy in
recommending him as a remarkable
The

and successful healer.
(Sgd.)
MRS. ANNA NEWCOMB.

Diego,-Cal., June

24, 1900.

Readings by

Advice in business or matters in Life.
in
of
development
any
psychic
phase will be given by the Editor. He has
had 25 years' experience in this work, and
claims to be one of the most practical of
advisers. Write him a short letter as to a
friend, giving outlines only of the desire, and
enclose $1.00 and s reply will be Sent at once.
Gnova Curr, Penn.
Both the readings were accurate, and I can say
they have saved me from a mistake that would
have been s sad one.
FRANK,

The

Growth

of

for terms and information desired.
'

the

Soul."

Psyehomelry

of Lessons for
prepared
the readers of NOW, which I will send without the letters and experiments for $5.00.
For $I0.00 I will send the I0 Lessons, and
with each Lesson Two Experiments.
The
pupil will write at the close of the Lesson the
result of the experiments and receive a letter
of personal instruction.
No Lesson taken up
till the previous one is well understood.
a new course

These Lessons are unequaled by any yet
the public. They are the result of 25
years experience in private and from platform,
and from six years class experience. Satisfaction is guaranteed.

given

Drmr

Psychomotg

and

"Experience

ably assisted by

r. rr.

I have

FIRST SPIRITUAL UNION
or san _rosa

Meets every

and is

The NOW Course of Lessons in

sr., in Golden Gate I-Iall,

625 Sutter Street.

The

strictly Cash. Write

the Institute from 1 to 4

FIRST MENTAL SCIENCE TEMPLE

Meets every Sunday

developed,

also Mental Trratrnnrtr.

OF SAN FRANCISCO.

and

Relbbovslopmeat
la all Spiritual Gifts.
a course of Lessons in these
I have
lines, wh ch I will send for $10.00. They include instruction in Magnetic Healing, Suggestion and Mental Science. No better lessons
have ever been offered the public.
Any information concerning them sent on
receipt of a stamped envelop.
They will bc sent on receipt of price to any
part of the world. The pupil may write and
receive answer to one letter of inquiry and
further instruction for each lesson.
The lessons are as follows.

San

ls the next of Nature's forces in potency.
It is an ever
present factor in all methods of healing. Dr. Brown claims
to be the equal of any practitioner of Suggestive Theraputics in the United States.
Is the lrnonledge and use of the forces of the highest
potency rn the range of human life.
They are the
Thought and the Spiritual forces. They can only be used by one who is imbued
with a love for his kind and who works in recognition of his Oneness with the

Etemal ONE.

means to restore

pain.

a w
human. It is the
The
potent of all rbe vibrations known as physical.
hands of Dr. Brown relieve pain instantly, and by this means alone he often
eB'ects a cure. He has had 30 years experience as a Magnetic Healer.

most

SIIIHIESTIUII

HARRISON

or

.

If

HENRY

SLEEPLESSNESS\

from any unpleasant
WORRY.
FEAR .
OPERWORA1

FORGETFI LNESSI

arising

or as

or

ADDR!!!

THF
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Wbrchrs the force
from
ll vlralued

at

NOW

Opin: Pfrvatz Lessons, $2.00 per Hour.
In Class, $1.00 per Lesson.

OFFICE, 72 N. Second St.
SAN

JOSE.

?

Lumen, MoN'r/ma,
How you could read me so well from simply an
ROYAL S.
autograph, is to me s mystery.

LEARN A PROFESSION
We have prepared the most complete and
comprehensive lectures ever written on the

science of

MAGNETIC HEALING

By Flora Parris Howard, author
of "Idols Dethroned."
Price I5 cts.
This is equally strong and stimulating
with the author's previous book.
It is
worth its weight in gold to all who will
read and spiritually digest it as they do
physically their morning meal. Get it,
read it every day till it becomes a part
of you; then you will no more complain, nor whine, nor sorrow, but will
"rejoice in tribulati0n." May be ordered from this office.
'

A

embracing the Diagnosis of Diseases,
Suggestive Therapeutics, Hypnotism and
Vital Magnetism.
The course is tinely
illustrated, showing how to treat for the
different diseases.
Others are charging
from 55° to Sroo for inferior courses. Our
price by mall for complete course is only

$15.00
and canbe

_learned

in ten

days.

Address

the

Northwestern Institute
La

Crescent, Minn.

LOVE AND REVERENCE THE IDEAL; IT IS Tl-IE COUNTRY OF THE SPIRIT.--.4{AZZINE.

